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We study asymptotically constrained systems for numerical integration of the Einstein equation,
which is intended to be robust against perturbative errors for the free evolution of the initial data.
We, rst, examine the previously proposed \λ-system", which introduces articial flows to con-
strained surfaces based on the symmetric hyperbolic formulation. We show that this system works
as expected for the wave propagation problem in the Maxwell system and in general relativity using
Ashtekar’s connection formulation. We, second, propose a new mechanism to control the stability,
which we named \adjusted system". This is simply obtained by adding constraint terms in the
dynamical equations and adjusting its multipliers. We explain why a particular choice of multiplier
reduces the numerical errors by non-positiveness (or non-zero) of the eigenvalues of the adjusted
constraint propagation equations. This \adjusted system" is also tested in the Maxwell system and
in the Ashtekar’s system. This mechanism aects more than the system’s symmetric hyperbolicity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Numerical relativity, an approach to solve the Einstein equation numerically, is supposed to be the only way to
study the highly non-linear gravitational phenomena. However, we still do not have the denite recipe for integrating
Einstein equation, which enables us the accurate and long-time stable time evolutions. Here and hereafter, we mean
the stable evolution by the statement that the system keeps the violation of the constraint within a suitable small
value in its free numerical evolution.
As the authors discussed in our preceding paper (Paper I) [1], one direction for obtaining more stabler system is to
apply a set of dynamical equations which reveal hyperbolic form (or rst-order form). The standard Arnowitt-Deser-
Misner (ADM) formulation does not have this feature, but there are many alternative proposals for constructing
hyperbolic set of equations (references are in [1]). We, however, showed in the Paper I that a symmetric hyperbolic
form (which is the ultimate level of hyperbolicity) does not necessary show the best performance for stable numerical
evolution compared with weakly and strongly hyperbolic systems. This experiment was performed using the Ashtekar’s
connection formulation of general relativity, because one can keep the same fundamental dynamical variables when
one compares the three dierent levels of hyperbolic formulations.
In this article, we discuss another (but somewhat related) approaches to obtain the stable evolution of the Einstein
equation. The idea is to construct a robust system against a perturbative error which is produced during numerical
time integration. The contents are divided in two separate ones.
The rst one is so-called \-system", which was proposed originally by Brodbeck, Frittelli, Hu¨bner and Reula
(BFHR) [2]. The idea of this approach is to introduce additional variables, , which indicates the violation of
the constraints, and to construct a symmetric hyperbolic system for both the original variables and s together
with imposing dissipative dynamical equations for s. BFHR constructed their -system based on Frittelli-Reula’s
symmetric hyperbolic formulation of the Einstein equation [3], and we [4] have also presented the similar system for
the Ashtekar’s connection formulation [5] based on its symmetric hyperbolic expression [6,7]. In xII, we review this
system and present numerical examples which show this system behaves as expected.
The second one comes from the same motivation but turns to be more practical, which we propose as \adjusted-
system". The essential procedures are to to add constraint terms in the right-hand-side of the dynamical equations
with multipliers, and to choose the multipliers so as they decrease the violation of constraint equation. This second
step will be explained by obtaining non-positive (or non-zero) eigenvalues of the adjusted constraint propagation
equations. We remark that adjusting the dynamical equation using the constraints is not a new idea. This can be
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seen for example in a remedial ADM system by Detweiler [8] or a conformally decoupled trace-free re-formulation of
ADM by Nakamura et al [9] (the advantages of the latter system were also reported in [10,11]). We also remark that
this eigenvalue criterion is also the core part of the theoretical support of the above -system. In xIII, we describe
this approach and present numerical examples again in the Maxwell system and in the Ashtekar’s system.
This \adjusted-system" does not change the number of dynamical variables, and does not require hyperbolicity in
the original set of equation. Therefore we think our results promote further applications in numerical relativity.
We do not repeat our explanations on Ashtekar’s connection formulation in our notation, nor our detail numerical
procedures in this article, since they are described in our Paper I [1].
II. ASYMPTOTICALLY CONSTRAINED SYSTEM 1: λ-SYSTEM
We begin by reviewing the fundamental procedures of the \-system" proposed by Brodbeck, Frittelli, Hu¨bner and
Reula (BFHR) [2]. We, then, demonstrate how this system works in Maxwell equations, and Ashtekar’s connection
formulation of the Einstein equations in the following subsections.
A. “λ system”
The actual procedures for constructing a  system are followings.
(1) Prepare a symmetric hyperbolic evolution system which describe the problem; say
@tu
γ = Aiγ @iu + Bγ ; (2.1)
where uγ (γ = 1; : : : ; N) is a set of dynamical variables, A(u(xi)) forms a symmetric matrix (Hermitian matrix
when u is complex variables) and B(u(xi)) is a vector, where A and B do not include any further spatial
derivatives in these components. The system may have constraint equations, which should be the rst class.
Ideally, we expect that the evolution equation of the set of constraints C ( = 1; : : : ; M), which hereafter we
denote constraint propagation equation, forms a rst order hyperbolic formulation (cf. [12]), say
@tC
 = Di@iC + EC; (2.2)
(where D; E are the same with A; B above) but this hyperbolicity may not be necessary.
(2) Introduce  as an indicator of violations of the constraint equations, C  0. ( denotes weakly equal.) We
impose that  obeys a dissipative equations of motion
@t
 = ()C − () (we do not take sum about  and () in right hand side) (2.3)
with the initial data  = 0, and by setting  6= 0;  > 0. We remark that  keeps as zero during the time
evolutions if there is no violations of the constraints.
(3) Take a set of (u; ) as a dynamical variables, and modify these evolution equations so as to form a symmetric



































of which additional terms will not disturb the hyperbolicity of equations of uγ , rather they make the whole
system symmetric hyperbolic, which guarantees the well-posedness of the system.
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Therefore the obtained system, (2.5), is supposed to have unique solution. If there occurs a perturbative violation
of constraints,  6= 0, during its evolution, by choosing an appropriate s and s in (2.3), s are expected to decay to
zero, which means the total system evolves into the constrained surface asymptotically. We note that this procedure
requires that the original system u forms a symmetric hyperbolic system, so that applications to the Einstein equation
are somewhat restricted. BFHR [2] constructed this -system using a Frittelli-Reula’s formulation [3]. We [4] also
applied this system for the symmetric hyperbolic version of Ashtekar’s formulation [6].
We next review a proof briefly why the system (2.5) ensures the evolution to be constrained asymptotically. We rst
remark again that we only consider perturbative violations of constraints in our evolving system. Steps are followings.
(a) Since we modify the equations for uγ , the propagation equation of the constraints are also modied; write them
schematically as
@tC
 = Di@iC + EC + Gij@i@j + Hi@i + I: (2.6)
(b) In order to see the asymptotic behaviors of (; C), we write them using their Fourier components so that their
evolution equations become homogenous form. That is, we transform (; C) to (^; C^) as
(x; t) =
∫
^(k; t) exp(ik  x)d3k; C(x; t) =
∫
C^(k; t) exp(ik  x)d3k; (2.7)



















(c) If all eigenvalues of this coecient matrix P have negative real part, a pair (^; C^) evolves as exp(−t) asymptot-
ically where − is diagonalized matrix of P , which indicates that the original variables (; C) evolves similarly.
It would be the best if we could determine s and s in such a way in general, but it is not possible. Therefore
we extract the principal order of P and examine the condition for s and s so as P only has negative (real)
eigenvalues. We remark again that this procedure is justied when we only consider a perturbative error from
the constraint surface.
B. Example 1: Maxwell equations
As the rst example, we demonstrate the Maxwell equation with -system. The Maxwell equation forms a linear
and symmetric hyperbolic dynamical equation, together with two constraint equation. This might be the best system
to start with.
1. λ-system
Maxwell equations for electric eld Ei and magnetic led Bi in the vacuum space consists from two constraint
equations,
CE := @iEi  0; (2.9)
CB := @iBi  0; (2.10)


















which satises a symmetric hyperbolicity. Constraint evolutions become @tCE = 0 and @tCB = 0, which means
(trivial) symmetric hyperbolicity. According to the procedures, we introduce s which obey
@tE = 1CE − 1E ; (2.12)
@tB = 2CB − 2B ; (2.13)
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The last step is to determine 1, 2, 1, and 2
2. Analysis of eigenvalues
Now that the evolution equations for constraint CE and CB become
@tCE = 1(E); @tCB = 2(B) (2.16)
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where k = kiki. We nd the matrix is constant. Note that this is exact expression. Since the eigenvalues are written
as (−1 
√
21 − 41k)=2 and (−2 
√
22 − 42k)=2, the negative eigenvalue requirement becomes 1; 2 6= 0 and
1; 2 > 0.
3. Numerical demonstration
We present numerical demonstration of the above -system in the Maxwell system. We prepare a code which
produces electromagnetic propagation in xy-plane, and monitor the violation of the constraint equation during time
integration. More detail, we prepare the initial data with a Gaussian packet at the origin,
Ei(x; y; z) = (−Aye−B(x2+y2); Axe−B(x2+y2); 0); (2.19)
Bi(x; y; z) = (0; 0; 0); (2.20)
where A and B are constants, and let it propagate freely, under the periodic boundary condition.
The code itself is quite stable for this problem. In Fig.1, we plot L2 norm of the error (CE over the whole grids)
as a function of time. The solid line (constant line) in Fig.1 (a) is of the original Maxwell equation. If we introduce
s, then we see the error will be reduced by a particular choice of  and . Fig.1 (a) is for changing  with  = 2:0,
while Fig.1 (b) is for changing  with  = 0:5. Here, we simply use  := 1 = 2 and  := 1 = 2. We see better
performance for  > 0 [Fig.1 (b)], which is the case of negative eigenvalues of the constraint propagation equation.
We also see the system will diverge for large  [Fig.1 (b)], which may be explained by that the additional system’s
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FIG. 1. Demonstrations of the λ-system in the Maxwell equation. Fig.(a) is constraint violation (L2 norm of CE) versus
time with constant β(= 2.0) but changing α. Here α = 0 means no λ-system. Fig.(b) is the same plot with constant α(= 0.5)
but changing β. We see better performance for β > 0, which is the case of negative eigenvalues of the constraint propagation
equation. The constants in (2.20) were chosen as A = 200 and B = 1.
C. Example 2: Einstein equations (Ashtekar equations)
The second demonstration is of the vacuum Einstein equations in the Ashtekar’s connection formalism [5].
Before going through the -system, we here briefly outline the equations. The fundamental Ashtekar’s new variables
are the densitized inverse triad, ~Eia, and SO(3,C) self-dual connection, Aai , where the indices i; j;    indicates the
3-spacetime, and a; b;    is for SO(3) space. The total four-dimensional spacetime is described together with the
gauge variables N ; N
i;Aa0 , which we call the densitized lapse function, shift vector and the triad lapse function. Since
the Hilbert action takes the form
S =
∫
d4x[(@tAai ) ~Eia + N CH + N iCMi +Aa0CGa]; (2.21)
the system has three constraint equations, CH  CMi  CGa  0, which are called the Hamiltonian, momentum, and
Gauss constraint equation, respectively. They are written as
CH := (i=2)abc ~Eia ~EjbF cij ; (2.22)
CMi := −F aij ~Eja; (2.23)
CGa := Di ~Eia; (2.24)
where F a := 2@[Aa] − iabcAbAc is the curvature 2-form and Di ~Eja := @i ~Eja − iabcAbi ~Ejc . The original dynamical
equation for ( ~Eia;Aai ) constitutes a weakly hyperbolic form,
@t ~Eia = −iDj(cba N ~Ejc ~Eib) + 2Dj(N [j ~Ei]a ) + iAb0abc ~Eic; (2.25)





jF aji +DiAa0 (2.26)
where DjXjia := @jXjia − iabcAbjXjic ; for X ija + Xjia = 0. It is also possible to express a set of (2.25) and (2.26)
to reveal symmetric hyperbolicity [6,7]. For more detail denitions and our notation, please see Appendix A of our
Paper I [1].
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1. λ-system for controlling constraint violations
We here only consider the -system which controls the violations from the constrained surface. In [4], we have also
discussed an advanced version of the -system which controls the violations of the reality condition.
We introduce new variables (; i; a), as they obey the dissipative evolution equations,
@t = 1 CH − 1 ; (2.27)
@ti = 2 ~CMi − 2 i; (2.28)
@ta = 3 CGa − 3 a; (2.29)
where i 6= 0 (allowed to be complex numbers) and i > 0 (real numbers) are constants.
If we take y := ( ~Eia;Aai ; ; i; a) as a set of dynamical variables, then the principal part of (2.27)-(2.29) can be
written as
@t = −i1bcd ~Ejc ~Eld(@lAbj); (2.30)
@ti = 2[−eli ~Ejb + eji ~Elb](@lAbj); (2.31)
@ta = 3@l ~Ela: (2.32)
The characteristic matrix of the system u does not form a Hermitian matrix. However, if we modify the right-
hand-side of the evolution equation of ( ~Eia;Aai ), then the set becomes a symmetric hyperbolic system. This is done
by adding 3γil(@la) to the equation of @t ~Eia, and by adding i1acd ~Eci ~E
l
d(@l) + 2(−eγlm ~Eai + emi ~Ela)(@lm) to
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0 −i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Mlabij = iabcN ~Elcγij + N lγijab; (2.34)




~Elb) + N labγij ; (2.35)
Clearly, the solution ( ~Eia;Aai ; ; i; a) = ( ~Eia;Aai ; 0; 0; 0) represents the original solution of the Ashtekar system.
2. Analysis of eigenvalues
The propagation equation of the constraints (CH ; ~CMi; CGa) and their indicators (; i; a) are written as, after
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In order to link the discussion with our later demonstration in the plane symmetric spacetime, we here consider
only the Fourier component of ki = (1; 0; 0) for simplicity. The eigenvalues, Ei (i = 1;    ; 14), of the characteristic
matrix of (2.36) can be written explicitly as
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(E1;    ; E10) = −(1=2)3  (1=2)
√
23 − 4j3j2;
−(1=2)(i + 3) (1=2)
√
−1− 4j3j2 − 2i3 + 23 ;
−(1=2)(−i + 3) (1=2)
√
−1− 4j3j2 − 2i3 + 23 ;
−(1=2)(i + 2) (1=2)
√
−1− 4j2j2 − 2i2 + 22 ;
−(1=2)(−i + 2) (1=2)
√
−1− 4j2j2 − 2i2 + 22
and as solutions (E11;    ; E14) of the quartic equation
x4 + (2 + 1)x3 + (2j1j2 + 2j2j2 + 1 + 12)x2 + (2j2j21 + 2 + 1 + 2j1j22)x + (12 + 4j1j2j2j2) = 0;
(2.37)
where jij2 = i i. We omit the explicit expressions of E11;    ; E14 in order to save the space.
The conditions for ; ; ( = 1; 2; 3) to make <e(Ei) < 0 are suggested as
 6= 0 and  > 0: (2.38)
This is true (necessary and sucient) for E1;    ; E10, and also plausible for E11;    ; E14 as far as our numerical





































FIG. 2. Example of eigenvalues of the system (2.36). We plot the eigenvalue which has the maximum real part between
four of them, for the case of xing α1 = α2 = 1 and changing β1 and β2. We see our desired condition, \all negative real
eigenvalues", is available when the combinations produce the solid lines. That is, when both β take the large positive values.
3. Numerical demonstration
In this subsection, we demonstrate that the -system for the Ashtekar equation actually works.
The model we present here is gravitational wave propagation in a planar spacetime, using a full numerical simulation
using Ashtekar’s variables. We prepare two +-mode strong pulse waves initially by solving the Hamiltonian constraint
of Arnowitt-Deser-Misner’s 3+1 formulation, using York-O’Murchadha’s conformal approach. Then we transform the
initial Cauchy data (3-metric and extrinsic curvature) into Ashtekar’s connection variables, ( ~Eia;Aai ), and evolve them
using these dynamical equations (either its original form or its symmetric hyperbolically reformulated form). The
details of the numerical method are described in the Paper I [1].
In order to show an expected \stabilization behavior" clearly, we articially add an error in the middle of time




 1 0 01 + 0:3(e−(x−2:5)2 + e−(x+2:5)2) 0
1− 0:3(e−(x−2:5)2 + e−(x+2:5)2)

 ; (2.39)
in the periodically bounded region x = [−5; +5], and added an articial inconsistent rescaling once at time t = 6 for
A2y component as A2y = A2y(1 + error).
Fig.3 (a) shows how the violation of the Hamiltonian constraint equation, CH , become worse depending the term
error. The oscillation of the L2 norm CH in the gure due to the pulse waves collide periodically in the numerical
region. We, then, x the error term as 20% spike, and try to evolve the same data in dierent equations of motion, i.e.,
the original Ashtekar’s equation [solid line in Fig.3 (b)], strongly hyperbolic version of Ashtekar’s equation (dotted
line) and the above -system equation (other lines) with dierent s but the same . As we expected, all the -system
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FIG. 3. Demonstration of the λ-system in the Ashtekar equation. We plot the violation of the constraint (L2 norm of the
Hamiltonian constraint equation, CH) for the cases of plane wave propagation under the periodic boundary. To see the eect
more clearly, we added articial error at t = 6. Fig. (a) shows how the system go worse depending on the amplitude of articial
error. Error was like a kick of A2y = A2y(1 + error). All the lines are of the evolution by Ashtekar’s original equation (no
λ-system). Fig. (b) shows the eect of λ-system. All the lines are of 20% error amplitude, but shows the dierences of evolution
equations. The solid line is of Ashtekar’s original equation (the same as in Fig.(a)), the dotted line is of strongly hyperbolic
Ashtekar’s equation. Other lines are of λ-system, which produce better performance than that of the strongly hyperbolic
system.
D. Remarks for the λ-system
In the previous subsections, we showed that -system works as we expected. The system evolves into a constrained
surface asymptotically even if we added an error articially. However, the -system can not be introduced generally,
because (i) the construction of the -system requires the original dynamical equation in the symmetric hyperbolic
form, which is quite restrictive for the Einstein equation, (ii) the system requires additional many variables and we
also need to evaluate all constraint equation at every time steps, which are numerically hard tasks. Moreover, the
-system may eciently work only for the constraints which are written in spatial dierential terms.
We, next, propose an alternative system which also enable us to control the violation of constraint equations, but
robust for these points.
III. ASYMPTOTICALLY CONSTRAINED SYSTEM 2: ADJUSTED SYSTEM
We present here another approach for obtaining stable evolutions, which we named \adjusted-system". The essential
procedures are to add constraint terms in the right-hand-side of the dynamical equations with multipliers, and to
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choose the multipliers so as they decrease the violation of constraint equation. This system has several advantages
than the previous -system.
A. “Adjusted system”
The actual procedures for constructing an adjusted system are followings.
(1) Prepare a set of evolution equations for dynamical variables and these rst class constraint which describe the
problem. It is not required that the system is in the rst order form nor hyperbolic form. However here we
start from the same form with (2.1) and (2.2). We repeat them as
@tu
γ = Aiγ@iu + Bγ ; (3.1)
@tC
 = Di@iC + EC; (3.2)
where A(u(xi)) is not required to form a symmetric or Hermitian matrix.
(2) Add the constraint terms, C, (and/or its derivative terms) to the dynamical equation (3.1) with multipliers ,
@tu
γ = Aiγ@iu + Bγ + γC
 + γi @iC
: (3.3)
We call the added terms, γC
 and/or γi @iC
, \adjusted terms", and let γ and 
γi
 be unknown for a while.
Because of these adjusted terms, the original constraint propagation equations, (3.2), are also adjusted as
@tC
 = Di@iC + EC + F ij@i@jC + Gi@iC + HC: (3.4)
The last three terms are due to the adjusted terms.
(3) Specify the multipliers . For this process, we propose two guidelines.
(a) The rst one is to obtain negative real-part of the eigenvalues of the characteristic part of (3.4). This is from
the same principle in -system when we specied  and , in order to guarantee the system approaches
asymptotically constrained surface. By taking the Fourier transformation (2.7), we can reduce (3.4) in a
homogeneous form,
@tC^
 = (ikiDi + E − kikjF ij + ikiGi + H)C^: (3.5)
Provided that we obtain  which will produce all the negative real-part eigenvalues of the principal part
of RHS of (3.5), the Fourier component C^ decays to zero in time evolution, and the original constraint
term C also. Practically, we may only need to evaluate the principal order of the RHS of (3.5), i.e. the
eigenvalues of (ik(0)D + (0)E − k(0)F + iki(0)G + (0)H).
(b) Alternative guideline is to obtain non-zero eigenvalues of the characteristic part of (3.4). More precisely, this
case is supposed to have pure imaginary eigenvalues. In such a case, the constraint propagation equations
(e.g. @tC^ = ikC^) behave like the normal wave equations in its original component (e.g. @tC = @xC),
and its stability property can be discussed by von Neumann stability analysis. As is well known, the
stability property is depend on the choice of numerical integration scheme, but it is also certain that we
can control (or decrease) the amplitude of the constraint terms.
The advantage of this adjusted system is that we do not need additional variables in the fundamental set, while
the above rst guideline (3a) is the same mechanism which was applied in the -system. We note that the non-zero
eigenvalue feature was conjectured in [13] in order to show the advantage of conformally scaled ADM system, but
their eigenvalues were of dynamical equations and not of constraint propagation equations.
We remark that adding constraint terms in the dynamical equations is not a new idea. For example, Detweiler [8]
applied this procedure to ADM equation and used the niteness of the norm to obtain a new system. Or this is also
one of the standard procedure to construct a symmetric hyperbolic system (e.g. [6]). We think, however, our above
guidelines are pointing the essential mechanism for our purpose, to constructing a stable dynamical system.
In the following subsections and in the Appendix, we will demonstrate that this adjusted system procedure actually
works for Maxwell system and Ashtekar system of the Einstein equation, in which above two guidelines are applied
respectively.
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B. Example 1: Maxwell equations
1. adjusted system
We here again consider Maxwell equation (2.9)-(2.11). We start from adjusted dynamical equations
@tEi = cijk@jBk + PiCE + pji(@jCE) + QiCB + qji(@jCB); (3.6)
@tBi = −cijk@jEk + RiCE + rj i(@jCE) + SiCB + sji(@jCB); (3.7)
where P; Q; R; S; p; q; r and s are multipliers. These dynamical equations adjust the constraint propagation equations
as
@tCE = +(@iP i)CE + P i(@iCE) + (@iQi)CB + Qi(@iCB)
+(@ipji)(@jCE) + pji(@i@jCE) + (@iqji)(@jCB) + qji(@i@jCB); (3.8)
@tCB = +(@iRi)CE + Ri(@iCE) + (@iSi)CB + Si(@iCB)
+(@irj i)(@jCE) + rji(@i@jCE) + (@isji)(@jCB) + sji(@i@jCB): (3.9)









i + iP iki + ikj(@ipji)− kikjpji @iQi + iQiki + ikj(@iqji)− kikjqj i
@iR













Since we suppose the multipliers are constants or functions of E and B, we can truncate the principal matrix as
(0)T =
(
iP iki − kikjpji iQiki − kikjqji
iRiki − kikjrj i iSiki − kikjsji
)
; (3.11)




p2 + 4 q r − 2 p s + s2
2
; (3.12)
where p := iP iki − kikjpji; q := iQiki − kikjqji; r := iRiki − kikjrj i; s := iSiki − kikjsji: If we x q = r = 0,
then  = p; s. Further if we assume pji; sji > 0, and set else zero, then  < 0, that is we can get the all eigen
values which have negative real part. (Conversely, if we choose pji; sji < 0, then  < 0.) That is, our guideline (a)
is obtained.
2. Numerical Demonstration
We applied the above adjusted system to the same wave propagation problem as in xII B 3. For simplicity, we x
 = pji = sji and set other multipliers equal to zero. In Fig.4, we show the L2 norm of constraint violation as a
function of time, with various . As was expected, we see better performance for  > 0 (of the system with negative
real part of constraint propagation equation), while diverging behavior for  < 0 (of the system with positive real
part of constraint propagation equation).
C. Example 2: Einstein equations (Ashtekar equations)
1. Adjusted system for controlling constraint violations
We here only consider the adjusted system which controls the violations from the constrained surface. In Appendix,
we present an advanced system which controls the violation of reality condition together with numerical demonstration.
Even if we restrict ourselves to adjusted equations of motion for ( ~Eia;Aai ) with constraint terms (no their derivatives),
























FIG. 4. Demonstrations of the adjusted system in the Maxwell equation. We perform the same experiments with xII B 3




i). We see κ > 0 has better
performance, which is the case of negative real part eigenvalues of its constraint propagation equation, while too large positive
κ turns into diverging again.
@t ~Eia = −iDj(cbaN ~Ejc ~Eib) + 2Dj(N [j ~Ei]a ) + iAb0 cab ~Eic + X iaCH + Y ija CMj + P iba CGb; (3.13)





jF aji +DiAa0 + N ~Eai + Qai CH + R
aj
i CMj + Zabi CGb; (3.14)










i are multipliers. However, in order to simplify the discussion, we restrict multipliers
so as they re-produce the symmetric hyperbolic equation of motion [6,7], i.e.,







i = 3(−ie−2N acd ~Edi ~Ejc ): (3.15)
Here 1 = 2 = 3 = 1 is the case of symmetric hyperbolic equation for ( ~Eia;Aai ), while 1 = 2 = 3 = 0 is the
(Ashtekar’s original) weakly hyperbolic equation, and other choices of s let the equation satisfy the level of strongly
hyperbolic form.
With these adjusted terms, the constraint propagation equations become
@t
(0)CH = (@j(0)CMj)− 23(@k(0)CMk) = (1− 23)(@j(0)CMj); (3.16)
@t
(0)CMi = (@iCH)(@i(0)CH) + i3aji(@a(0)CMj) = (1− 22)(@i(0)CH) + i3mji(@m(0)CMj); (3.17)
@t
(0)CGa = i1abi(@i(0)CGb)− 23(0)CMa = −23(0)CMa + i1abm(@m(0)CGb): (3.18)





k; i(22 − 1)(23 − 1)
p
k) (3.19)
where k = kiki. For example,
(0 (5 multiplicity); i
p
k) for 1 = 2 = 3 = 0 : original system (3.20)
(0; i
p
k (3 multiplicity each)) for 1 = 2 = 3 = 1 : symmetric hyperbolic system: (3.21)
That is, our guideline (b) is obtained.
The above way of adjustment, (3.13)-(3.15), will not produce negative real-part of eigenvalues, so that our guideline
(a) can not be applied here. If we adjusted the dynamical equation using the spatial derivatives of constraint terms,
then it is possible to get all negative eigenvalues like in the Maxwell system (though it is complicated). However, since
we found that this adjustment, (3.13)-(3.15), gives us an example for controlling the violation of constraint equations
for our purpose, we only show this simpler version here.
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2. Numerical Demonstration
As a demonstration, we here again use the same model as in xII C 3, that is the gravitational wave propagation
in the plane symmetric spacetime, with an articial error in the middle of time evolution. We examine how the
adjusted multipliers contribute the system’s stabilities. In Fig.5, we show the results of this experiments. We plot
the violation of the constraint equations both CH and CMx. An articial error term was added at t = 6, as a kick of
A2y = A2y(1 + error), where error amplitude is +20% as before. The solid line is the case of  = 0, that is the case
of \no adjusted" original Ashtekar equation (weakly hyperbolic system). The dotted line is of  = 1, and equivalent
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FIG. 5. Demonstration of the adjusted system in the Ashtekar equation. We plot the violation of the constraint for the same
model with Fig.3(b). An articial error term was added at t = 6, as a kick of A2y = A2y(1 + error), where error is +20% as
before. Fig. (a) and (b) are L2 norm of the Hamiltonian constraint equation, CH , and momentum constraint equation, CMx,
respectively. The solid line is the case of κ = 0, that is the case of \no adjusted" original Ashtekar equation (weakly hyperbolic
system). The dotted line is of κ = 1, and equivalent with strongly hyperbolic system. We see other lines (κ = 1.5, 2.0) shows
better performance than the symmetric hyperbolic case.
IV. DISCUSSION
With the purpose of searching for an evolution system of the Einstein equation which is robust against perturbative
errors for the free evolution of the initial data, we studied two \asymptotically constrained" systems.
We, rst, examined the previously proposed \-system", which introduces articial flows to constrained surfaces
based on the symmetric hyperbolic formulation. We showed that this system works as expected for the wave propa-
gation problem in the Maxwell system and in the Ashtekar’s system of general relativity. However, the -system can
not be applied for general dynamical systems in general relativity, since the system requires the base system to be
symmetric hyperbolic form.
Alternatively, we proposed a new mechanism to control the stability, which we named \adjusted system". This is
simply obtained by adding constraint terms in the dynamical equations and adjusting its multipliers. We proposed
two guidelines for specifying multipliers which reduce the numerical errors; that is, non-positiveness or non-zero (pure-
imaginary) of the eigenvalues of the adjusted constraint propagation equations. This adjusted system was also tested
in the Maxwell system and in the Ashtekar’s system.
As we denoted earlier, the idea of adding constraint terms is not new. However, we think that our guidelines for
controlling the decay of constraint equations are matched for our purposes which were not pointed out before. Up
to our numerical experiments, our guidelines give us clear judgement whether the constraint decays or not (stable
system or not) for perturbative errors, though we also think that this is not the nal explanation for all the cases.
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This feature may be explained or proven in dierent ways, such as niteness of the norm (of evolution equations or
of constraint propagation equations), or by another mechanism in future.
Our by-product conclusion is that the symmetric hyperbolic equation is not always the best one for controlling
stable evolution. As we shown in the wave propagation model in the adjusted Ashtekar’s equation, our eigenvalue
guidelines aects more than the system’s hyperbolicity. (We found similar conclusion in [14].) We think this result
opens a new direction to numerical relativists for future treatment of the Einstein equation.
We are now applying our idea to the standard ADM and conformally scaled ADM system to explain these dierences.
Results will be reported elsewhere [15].
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APPENDIX: CONTROLLING REALITY CONDITION BY ADJUSTED SYSTEM
We demonstrate here that our adjusted system in the Ashtekar formulation also works for controlling reality
conditions. As a model problem, we concern the degenerate point passing problem which were considered by ourselves
in [16]. In xA1, we review this background briefly, and in xA2 we show our numerical demonstrations.
1. Degenerate point passing problem
In [16], the authors had examined the possibility of dynamical passing of the degenerate point in the spacetime.
There the authors found that we are able to pass (i.e. continue time evolutions) if we could foliate the time-constant
hypersurface into complex plane assuming that such a degenerate point exists on the real plane. Such foliations are
available within Ashtekar’s original formulation, since the fundamental variables are complex quantities. The trick is
to violate the reality condition locally, only at the vicinity of a degenerate point.
More detail is the following. As a model, we construct a metric, (4)g, which possesses a degenerate point (det (3)g = 0)
at the origin t = x = 0 in Minkowskii background metric:
ds2 = −[1− (2tx exp(−t2 − x2))2]dt2 + 4tx exp(−t2 − x2)[1− (1− 2x2) exp(−t2 − x2)]dtdx
+[1− (1− 2x2) exp(−t2 − x2)]2dx2 + dy2 + dz2: (A1)
We consider the time evolution, which initial data is described by a particular time slice t < 0 of (A1), and its
time-constant hypersurfaces are foliated by the gauge condition,
N = 1; (N = e
−1); (A2)
Nx = 2tx exp(−t2 − x2)[1 − (1− 2x2) exp(−t2 − x2)] + iat exp(−b(t2 + x2)); (A3)
Aa0 = 0; (A4)
which enables to detour in complex plane. Our goal is to demonstrate the time evolution that come back to the real







=N i(t;x)dt = 0; (A5)






for all four limits x! x x, t ! t t.
Numerically, this problem turned into an eigenvalue problem, since our boundary conditions, (A5) and (A6), specify
much freedom. To see the evolution satises the criteria or not, we introduced two measures
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F (tfinal) := max
x
j< (e(t = tfinal; x)− 1)j (asymptotically flatness) (A7)
R(tfinal) := max
x
j= (e(t = tfinal; x))j (asymptotically reality) (A8)
and searched the parameters a and b in (A3).
If we applied our adjusted system to this model, then we expect that allowed parameters range for a and b becomes
more general, since the real-surface recovering feature is in the flow of the adjusted system’s foliation.
2. Application of adjusted system
As was shown in the previous section, for this purpose, we have to foliate our hypersurface in complex-valued region
and foliate back to the real-valued surface. That is, we can treat the reality condition, both primary and secondary,
as a part of constraint equations.
For the above degenerate point passing problem, we need to control only the violation of =m( ~Eia ~Eja). Therefore,
similar to the proposal of adjusted system discussed in xII C, our adjusted dynamical equations can be written as









jF aji +DiAa0 + N ~Eai + Qai CH + R
aj
i CMj + Zabi CGb + V aijk=m( ~Ejb ~Ekb ); (A10)








ajk and V aijk are adjusted multipliers.












ijk = 0 and T iajk = −iijak where  is real constant,
then we obtain the constraint propagation equation as
@t((0)=m( ~Eia ~Eja)) = −2((0)=m( ~Eia ~Eja)) + other constraint terms: (A11)
The eigenvalue of this Fourier-transformed RHS is −2. That is, if we set  > 0 (< 0) then the eigenvalue is negative
(positive), while  = 0 recovers the original non-adjusted system.
The results of numerical demonstration are shown in Fig.6. We plot L2 norm of violation of reality condition as
a function of time, t (this evolution is from t = −5, to 5 [16]). Around the time t = 0 the error appears due to our
\detour" slicing condition, and the original system ( = 0) will not recover the reality surface with the choice of a
and b in (A3) for this plot. However, for positive  case, the foliation will be forced to recover the reality surface,
while for negative  case will not.
Therefore this example again supports our guidelines, i.e. negative eigenvalue of constraint propagation equation


































FIG. 6. Demonstration of the adjusted system to control the reality condition in the Ashtekar formulation. Reality violation
(L2 norm of imaginary part of density) versus time are plotted for various adjusted coecient κ = −1, 0, 1, 2. We see κ > 0
has better performance, which is the case of negative real part eigenvalues of its reality propagation equation, (A11).
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